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1) Poor idea and repeated work

2) Lack of international importance

3) Language, writing and spelling issues

4) Faults in presentation, design, and standard methods

5) Offering too long

6) Incomplete data: too small sample size or missing or sample size (e.g., 
poor controls)

7) Failure to Statistics

8) Inaccurate conclusions that not supported by the data

9) Ethical conflicts

10) Poor response to reviewers

11) Out of Journal scope

Common Reasons for Rejection



1) Reading new papers in your field

2) Follow hot-topic issues in your field 

3) Register to Journals in your field their to receive new articles 

4) Register to well known Journals regardless of your field to get 
article (Nature, Science, NEJM, Lancet, JAMA, BMJ, Ann Intern Med)

5) Register to Google Scholar to receive new articles in your topics

6) Follow Journals in social media (Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, 
LinkedIn).

7) Read Review Articles

8) Follow well known researchers in social networks (ResearchGate).

9) Participate in virtual meetings 

Research Ideas



Types of articles

1) Research Articles/Original Article

2) Brief Reports/Short Communication/Research letter 

3) Rapid Communication

4) Case Studies/Case reports/Case series/Clinical Picture

5) Pictorial essay/Image/photo

6) Editorial

7) Review Articles (Narrative Review, Systematic Review, Meta-analysis)

8) Opinion/Idea/viewpoint/perspective

9) Hypothesis 

10) Letters to the Editor/Commentary

11) Technical note/Methodology 



Organization of a Research Paper



A good title

Informative

Attractive

Short



Title: example
1. Effect of Toxoplasma gondii infection on reproductive function of 

male rats 

2. Evaluation of the effect of Toxoplasma gondii infection on 
reproductive function of male rats 

3. A study of the effect of Toxoplasma gondii infection on 
reproductive function of male rats 

4. Investigations on the effect of Toxoplasma gondii infection on 
reproductive function of male rats 



Title: example



Title: example
1. Evaluation of ToRCH infections in pregnant women in 

Kashan, Iran

2. Prevalence of ToRCH infections in pregnant women with 
abortion

3. Association of ToRCH infections with abortion in pregnant 
women 



Title: example
1. Detection of toxoplasmosis in cancer patients

2. Serological and molecular detection of toxoplasmosis in 
cancer patients



A good title of a research paper should:

1. Contain as few words as possible

2. Be easy to understand

3. Avoid abbreviations, formulas, and jargon

4. Not contain low-impact words such as ‘‘Evaluation of…,’’
‘‘Observations on …,’’ ‘‘Some notes on …,’’
‘‘Investigations on …,’’ ‘‘Study of …,’’ ‘‘Effect of …’’ and 
‘‘Survey of …’’

5. Follow the style preference of the target journal.



Title of clinical trials in special journals



• Structured Abstract 

• Usually in clinical studies

• Organization of a structured 
abstract:

1) Background/Introduction

2) Methods

3) Results

4) Conclusion/Interpretation

• Unstructured Abstract 

• Usually written in one paragraph

• Word limitation: about 150-250 
words

• It starts with a statement of 
rationale and objectives and 
reports the methods used, the 
main results, and the principal 
conclusions and their 
significance.

ABSTRACT



ABSTRACT
• An abstract is a mini-version of the paper

• The length of abstracts: usually in the range of 150–250
words (up to 500 words in clinical trials). 

• The Abstract should not contain:

1) Abbreviations or acronyms unless they are standard or 
explained

2) Literature citations

3) Any information or conclusion not in the paper itself

4) Complex, winding, verbose sentences.



ABSTRACT
➢In the abstract, the materials and methods and results are in past 

tense. Introduction/Background, aims, interpretation of results, and 
conclusions could be in present or past tenses according to the study 
design.  

Chandrashekar et al., Science 369, 812–817 (2020)



ABSTRACT

N Engl J Med 2020;383:2603-15

Present tenses

Past tenses

Interpretation of 
results



Introduction
• A good introduction is relatively short (about 500 words, up to three 

paragraphs).

• Explains why the author carried out the research and Clarify what 
your work adds (Importance)

• Gives a background of paper and a brief review of previous works: 
balance of references (For and Against)

• Defines the nature and extent of the problems studied

• Explains the aims and objectives of investigation 

• Defines any specialized terms or abbreviations to be used in what 
follows.



Introduction

aims and 
objectives of 
investigation

Background

Problems

Literature 
Review



Abbreviations

Abbreviations 
within the 

text

Abbreviation list
Before the 
references



References of the Introduction



Materials and Methods
1) Include all necessary information, but avoid unnecessary details 

that the readers are supposed (ought) to know.

2) In clinical studies, make sure the subjects, including cases and 
controls, are defined both clinically and demographically.

3) Methods in clinical studies is usually divided into subsections that 
include study design, study population and inclusion and exclusion 
criteria, treatments (Interventions), measurements, and statistical 
analysis.

4) In epidemiological studies, study location, study population, 
measurements, and statistical analysis.

5) In experimental studies, case and control groups, measurements, 
and statistical analysis

6) Ethic Subsection



Materials and Methods
1) Do not include excessive description of common procedures.

2) All techniques are described, at least by name if they are standard, 
or in as much detail as needed if you have modified a standard 
technique or devised a new one

3) All quantities are in standard units

4) All chemicals are specifically identified so that another scientist can 
match them exactly in repeating the work

5) Every step is explained, including the number of replications

6) Irrelevant and unnecessary information that does not relate to the 
results or confuses the reader is avoided.



1. Example of a Materials and Methods

Study location
Present tenses

Study population and 
sample size estimation

Past tenses

Sample size formula



2. Example of a Materials and Methods

standard unit

Brief details (according to the 
reliable protocol)



Results
1) Present the results simply and clearly

2) Do not report large masses of data; and present in tables or figures 
along with essential statistical information

3) Repeat in the text only the most important findings shown in 
tables and graphs

4) Include negative data—what was not found—only if useful for 
interpreting the results

5) Do not present the same data in tables and graphs

6) Supplementary tables and figures are highly recommended for 
additional data of the work



Results

Express negative data

Supplementary tables 
for additional data

Express data with Essential 
statistical information



Table



Figure

Details of case and 
control groups

Essential statistical information

Percentages of 
the results



Discussion
1) Highlight the issue (Not repeat what has already been said in the 

introduction)

2) Discuss your obtained results and make interpretations

3) Literature review and interpret/compare with your results

4) State honestly the limitations of the study at the end of discussion

5) The Discussion section is written in both present and past tenses.

6) Current knowledge (from literature) is stated in present tense, 
whereas the work being reported and discussed in the paper (your 
own work) is presented in past tense



Discussion

Highlight the 
issue

Interpretations of the 
obtained results

Supplementary informations



Express strength and limitations of the work

Strength of the work

Limitations

Limitations



Conclusions and Future Directions

1) Some journals do not allow a separate Conclusion section. In that 
case, the last paragraph can be used to state the conclusions.

2) Conclusions should, rather than just repeating results, state well-
articulated outcomes of the study and briefly suggest future lines 
of research in the area based on findings reported in the paper.

3) In poor writing, it is not uncommon to find conclusions such as 
‘‘more research is needed before conclusions can be drawn.’’ In 
that case, why publish a paper from which conclusions cannot be 
drawn?



Conclusions

Repeating the 
results

Briefly suggest 
future lines



Conclusions

Repeating the 
results Briefly suggest 

future lines



Thanks 
for your 
attention


